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Represents District 
At Internat'l. Meet 
Canyon City Man chosed by the Salvation 
Army to represent he British Columbia North 
Division at the International Congress held in 
London England (June 29 to July 9th). 
Mr. Chester Moore with wife Audrey, attended 
the Congress and he is shown here in his 
ceremonial blanket and headdress. This he wore 
as he marched with General Arnold Brown in the 
large Salvation Army parade which had 
representation from all over the world. 
Mr. moore is very active in his village and in 
the Salvation Army Corps there. He is•the 
Songster Leader and in October Will be taking 
the 'Nishga Singers to Vancouver for the 
Western Salvation Army Congress. 
At the present ime the moores are on tour in 
Europe and expect o be back in Canyon City by 
the end of the month. 
. . . .  Patrick MoMoOaflhy 
MONTREAL (C] ~) --  has been a thorn in the side 
Immigration officers were of the immigration deimrt- 
puzzling Sunday ovcr<m ment since last March when 
#eportation order gone he was arrested in Van- 
awry, as they held a couver on a jaywalking 
suspected Irish fugitive !n a charge. Last week in Van- 
jail here •after flying nim couver it took mree tries to 
from Canada to Holland and finally fly him out of the 
hack in the last five days country. 
trying to get him to Ireland. Told in March he would be 
Patrick Vincent Me- departed for holding a job 
Carthy, 24, was flown from without proper immigrant 
Winnipeg to Montreal status, he hired a lawyer and 
Sunday morning after im- has spent mostof the time in 
migration authorities there a Vancouver jail fighting the 
took him off an Amsterdam- 
Vancouver flight on 
Saturday. 
Earlier, Dutch authorities 
had de,led him entry to 
Holland after McCarthy, 
accompanied by Canadian 
officinla, refused to board an 
Amsterdam-DubliN flight on 
thelast leg of his depdrtation 
trip. 
Dutch authorities said they 
had no Jurisdiction to force 
him onto the Dublin plane. 
"We're making 
arrangements to try again to 
fly him to Dublin," said Rene 
Pappone, an immigration 
spokesman in Ottawa, ad- 
(ling that "there are direct. 
flights to Dublin we can put 
him on," Carthy would not 
likely be moved from the jail 
before today, he added. 
VIOLATED VISA 
Authorities say a man 
named Patrick McCarthy is 
wanted in Dublin for a hold- 
up there last year, though 
McCarthy says Canadian 
authorities have the wrong 
man. While Irish authorities 
have made no request for his 
extradition, he is being de. 
ported for violating his 
visitor's status by taking a 
job. 
McCarthy, an Irish citizen, 
deportation order before 
federal court. 
KEPT IN JAIL 
Pappone said he was kept 
in jail because ?we felt he 
might, not appear for the 
deportat ion  hear ings  
otherwise." 
He lost these appeals after 
numerous court ap- 
pearances and was ordered 
deported May 19. After 
several delays, he was put on 
a Vancouver-TorontoDublin 
flight last Tuesday, but was 
taken off at the last minute 
when immigration officials 
in Ottawa asked for a delay 
on a legal question. 
With that cleared up later 
the same day, McCarthy was 
put on a CP Air flight, but th- 
warted his deportation and 
was taken back to jail after 
shouting, cursing" and 
refusing to be shackled to his 
seat. 
The next day, he agreed to 
go peacefully on the flight 





B.C. CPTen cars of a CP Rail 
freight rain derailed Sunday 
in a campsite area, just east 
of the British Columbia 
Alberta border in the 
Crowsnest Pass,The cars left 
the tracks in an area where 
there were a number of 
people holidaying or on 
picnics, but no injuries were 
reported.The freight train 
was west-bound when the ten 
cars derailed, It was not 
known what cargo the cars 
were carrying, 
Kitimat, Terrace, Rupert 
Plan Area Tourist Brochure 
Reprinted from the Prince 
Rupert Daily News 
Representatives of tl~e 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District presented a proposal 
Thursday night for an area 
tourist brochure calling for 
the co-operation 'of the 
communities of Prince 
Rupert, Terrace and 
KiUmat. 
The proposal, explained by 
John Poucette and Craig 
Campbell of Kitimat.Stikine, 
was presented toa gathering 
Of :about 15, representing 
regional and local tourist 
organizations, the eoancils of 
each of the three cities, and 
the Regional Districts. 
Advising the communities 
to rid themselves of 
parochialism, Campbell, 
Director of Planning Ser- 
vices for Kitimat-Stikine and 
the one responsible for much 
of the work on the proposal; 
went on to say that each city 
must "associate with its 
neighbor, develop ideas that 
are mutually acceptable and 
then sell them to the 
provincial government." 
Campbell '  told those 
present hat the origins of 
the proposal were to he found 
in a co-operative effort 
between Kitimat and 
Terrace, sponsored by the 
Regional District, which 
produced a brochure for use 
in marketing<the area to 
industry. When the region, 
supported by the councils of 
Terrace and Kitimat, 
presented their ideas for a 
similar publication on a 
tourism basis to Larry 
Provost, Co-ordinator fB.C. 
Tourist Region "G", it 
Provost pointed out that in 
such a case, provincial. 
funding would be more 
likely. He also noted that he 
northwest is truly an in- 
terdependent tourist area 
and should be treated as 
such 
Campbe l l ' l as t  night 
distributed some extracts 
from a northwest economic 
report compiled by the  
province in 1977. which 
demonstrated that although 
"Yellowhead 16 Region" 
produced tourist ex- 
penditores of $80 million in 
1976 (increased to $95 million 
in 1977, according' to 
discriminate and un- 
controlled development of 
what Jack Anderson, a 
Visitors' Bureau Director, 
referred to as "the last 
unspoiled • bit of British 
Columbia." 
BROCHURE LIKE POSTER 
The proposed brochure 
would be, unfolded, about 
20" by 30" a size suitable for 
hanging as a poster, it was 
'pointed out. One side of the 
brochure would display an 
area map with photos keyed i 
n to specific areas of in- 
terest. On the reverse, in- 
formation would be given on 
the individual communities, 
Provost), the region is "still~ ~ 
basi~lly a stop en route for 
most non.B.C, residents, who 
stay only 13 nights on the 
average." It is the thinking 
of the supporter, of this tri- 
city brochure that such a 
promotion would make 
tourists aware of all that is 
available in the area and 
encourage them to stay 
longer. 
Reed Clarke, Industrial 
Development Coordinator 
for the Skeena-Queen 
Charlotte Regional District, 
expressed an interest in the 
project but suggested that he 
get together with Campbell 
to examine the subject 
further and come up with 
some sort of cost indication. 
The K i t imat -S t ik ine  
Regional District had / 
prepared a budget calling for 
an initial expenditure o f  
$60,000 for a press run of 
10,000 copies, but this was: 
based on a brochure for the 
Kitimat - Terrace corridor 
only. 
including a 1.25 ratio street 
map and photos and captions 
about special places of in- 
terest. 
Provost and Prince Rupert 
Visitors' Bureau Chairman 
.Hugh Charbonneau ex- 
pressed their eal faith in the 
~projeet, both saying that it 
was the finest proposal of the 
sort that they had seer,. 
Alderman Earl Mah was 
also interested in the 
brochure and felt sure that 
city council would join its 
counterparts in Terrace and, 
Kitimat in supporting the 
plan. 
The two Regional Districts 
will continue to jointly 
examine the project and a 
meeting has beenproposed 
for the near future which will 
hopefully include a 
representative of the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
"Tourism generated $6 
million worth of business last 
year in Prince Rupert 
alone/' commented Visitors' 
Bureau Coordinator Eileen 
became apparent that a C!arke also cautioned Burford, summing up the 
hr~oh,ra nr~mnttnff all of agmnat assuming an en- feeling of many of those at 
[h'~,"n'~P'thw'~t"n~"inclu~linu thusiustic response from the last night's meeting. "We 
~.=m'~'n-;,'~-rta-n"dt~'eoueen Q  Charlottes, whee have to realize that the 
~,~,:'~:+'+'.-'~.to,~o ,~, ,~  residents, he. Said, axe. tourist industry is big 
" - - -  f -'hie concerned about ~-. business 
' Salmon-Fro " " + ifted hing Strike L 
30-Minutes Before The Dead!ine. ,o 
se  . .VANCOUVER(CP) - -The  an offer tabled by the pe r 
pesslbility of a strike in the Fisheries Assoclatino f B C the shoreworkers and a 
British Columbla salmon earner in the day Details'of $12.~0-nday increase fortbe 
fishing industry was averted the offer were n~ available 600 tcndermen. The com- 
Sunday when the U~ted ~,.~ . . . . .  h..~..n~.~..~ panics' offers amount to 
Fishermen and A/lied """'?"~'~'~':'°~" ." ': T'~.~: about 7.5 per cent over one 
Workers Union lifted Its ~rl~l~ p l~S~a~logwatten~r:n~ year. 
u 30 ~ The 600 tendermen were to s t r i ke  p lans ,  abo  t andle  "' and shoreworkers  to h mlnutesbeforethenoouPDT . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  vote on the latest offer flsn oy tne strn(e oeanune deadline • Sunday, while the 
..The sbureworkers bud re- sbureworkers negotiating 
• .About 4,000 shoreworkers, 
represented by the UFAW, 
were set to strike over a 
contract dispute, hltting the 
industry at the peak of the 
salmon season. 
• .Jack Nichol, UFAW presl. 
dent, said the union was'not 
completely calling off the 
strike, but was giving itself 
an opportunity to go back to 
the membership to vote on 
jectod an earlier' wake offer 
from the association by an 
82.per-cent marg in  dur ing a 
ser ies  of meet ings  at  points 
along the B.C. coast. 
. .They had been offered a55- 
per-cent-an-hour increase on 
rates of $6.72 at has~, $7.37 
for prnduetlon wm'kers, $7.59 
in cold Storage plants and 
$8.89 for tradesmen. 
. .The anise is seeking an ~- 
committees will meet today 
to consider the package. 
..About 4,500 fishermen, 
represented by the UFAW, 
will also vote today on the 
minimum salmon prices 
proposed by the industry. 
The union has recommended 
acceptance. 
..However, no agreements 
will be signed until all three 
groups have settled. 
LEGT3LAI'LVE LL~?/:f'~Z, CGMP. 77/7b 
! 
Local businesses and offices are getting into the Pitch.in habit, and The Dally Herald is no 
exception. Two students employed by the district for the summer months, Tracie LeBlond 
(left) and Leslie Jenkinsun (right) have been asking local people to help with Operation 
Pitch-in by sweeping sidewalks to make Terrace more appealing. Herald publisher Laurie 
Msllett (centre) is doing her part for the Pitch.in campaign. 
Langley Firm Lowest Bidder As I 
.... +,,Ubrary Expansion Bids/Ol/ose   ........... _ -}  
Tenders for the Terrace Public Library expansion project closed Friday at 4 p.m. withl 
~vebidarecdved by the dis{riot c/Terrace, abe- to  Mayor Dave Marrowy. [ 
• Lo, vlddder for the expamion, which will almost doable theflonr space d the Park Avenue l 
h~lding, was Guran (Zns~ruction, d Langley, with a bid of $216,800. Other bidders were ]
Juniper Omstrt~fion f Kamlcops, Waft ccr~sh~uc{ion, of Terrace, IW_gar Enterprises , of | 
Smithers, and Pacific Coast Indlusl~ies, of Vancouver. 
Maroney explained that he contract would not necessarily go to the lowest bidder, and 
The decision will be made witl~n 30 days. 
The .exp~m ~ cost more ~ moo,too. 're'race taxm_ yers passed a re fe~ last 
approving the expmdi'tm'e of $175,o0o f r the lib/ary expansion, and the 
provindM government will contribute ~ of the cost. 
Israel-Egypt Talks Threatened 
Switched to Castle to be Safe 
LONDON (AP) --Security 
officials, fearing Arab 
terrorist attacks, made 
hurried preparations Sunday 
to shift the site of this week's 
You Load 15 Tons And What Do You Get? 
Canadian Armed Forces 
personnel, who had 
monitored the beats since 
they entered Canadian 
waters Friday, looked on, 
He said the vessels in- 
volved were the 36-metre 
Teeryn and the 21-metre 
W'eatborly, believed to be a 
former federal fisheries 
vessel. About 50 officers 
• converged on the vessels 
about 7 a,m. PDT and seized 
the marijuana, Gardiner 
said• 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Fifteen 
men, including nine from 
Vancouver, were charged in 
provincial court Sunday with 
conspirdcy to import 
marijuana, after polic~ 
seized 15 to lS tons of the 
drug Saturday off the west 
coast of Vancouver Island. 
The marijuana, worth an 
estimated $28 million, was 
taken when police raided two 
boats near Tofino, B.C. The 
seizure was one of the 
largest in Canadian history. 
Charged ~ were Robert 
Sherman Miller, 33, Patrick 
Joseph Murphy, 30, Ronald 
Cecil Spurrell, 30, Gordon 
Bariow Taft, 32, Frederick 
Macintosh Taft, 35, 
Frederick Charles Scott, 27, 
Garth Clarence Sexton, 27, 
Kevin Gerard Gushne, 26, 
and Terrenee Gerard 
Trainer, 29, all of Van- 
couver. 
Also charged were Allen 
Valenti, 36, of Quallchum 
Beach, B.C., Melville 
Middle East peace talks 
from a London hotel to a 
moat-ringed castle in the 
English countryside. 
The Israeli cabinet 
reported, meanwhile, that it 
has received new peace 
proposals from Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat but 
that it will defer taking a 
public stand on them until 
after this week's talks in 
Britain. Israeli officials 
would give no details of the 
proposals. 
Sources aid British Prime 
Minister James Callaghan's 
government concluded it 
could not guarantee the 
safety of the U.S., Israeli and 
Egyptian delegations whose 
meeting, beginning Tuesday, 
was to have been held in the 
nine-storey Churchill Hotel 
Douglas Balfour, 31, of 
Lasqueti Island, B.C., Nell 
Maxwell Kennedy, 26, of 
Toronto, Frank Piersanti, 27, 
of Montreal, John Mobley 
Doss, 24, of Colorado, and 
Edwin Floyd Terry, 30, of 
Virginia. 
All were remanded in 
custody to Tuesday. 
RCMP Superintendent 
Scotty Gardiner said the 
men were arrested uring an 
unloading operation near 
Floras Island while 
'~'~. ~..~ ~f;. . ~. . . " ~ 4~ . .~  . :' 
...~ . . . . . . .  • ~' : ~.- " , F '~ .  ~f~., '  " 'd i~  ~, 
Terry Flnn!e (right), the skate bOard, instructor, practices with student Mike Vanderkwaak. interested skate.boarders can join in the fun every 
Saturday, 2.00-5:00 p. m. at the access road near the weigh scales. 
in the centre of London. 
The substitute site is Leeds 
Castle in Kent County, about 
72 kilometros southeast of 
London, said the sources-- 
U.S. officials who asked not 
to be identified. The only 
access to the castle is a 
drawbridge. 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance and Foreign Ministers 
Meshe Dayan of Israel and 
Mohammed Ibrahim Kamel 
of Egypt and their top aides 
will remain there throughout 
their two-day conference. 
On their arrival today in 
Britain, they will be shuttled 
by helicopter to the castle. 
Informed sources aid the 
decision to change locations 
apparentJy followed in- 
telligence reports that ex- 
tremists of the Iraqi-based 
Palestinian Rejectionist 
Front planned to attack or 
try to sabotage the confer- 
ence in some way. The 
Rejectionist Front. led by 
Dr. George Habash of the 
Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, is 
violently opposed to an 
Arablsraeli reconciliation. 
The former Iraqi prime 
minister, Abdul Razzak al- 
Naif, was shot twice in the 
head as he left the Inter- 
Continental Hotel• Two 
Iraqls were later arrested 
and charged with murder• 
Several other prominent 
Arabs have been murdered 
in central London in the last 
15 months, 
At .his week's meeting, 
Vance hopes to find a for- 
mula for reopening the full- 
scale IsraeliEgyptian peace 
talks that were suspended in
mid-January, over the key 
issues of the extenl of Israeli 
withdrawal from occupied 
Arab territories and the fu 
ture political status of the 
Palestinians in those lands. 
t ' '~ii~:ii 
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'[ 'e"n D|TORJA tEDITORIAL 
• ne j  Allowable Filth , .  . ection 
The response  to  an editorial on a visit to my 
" / '~ ~ ~ ' ~  % ~ ~ . ~ _ ~  ~j  son in Winnipeg wh*o had just' had a kidney 
Canadians like to think of themselves as clean ~ ~ transplant was quite interesting. I had told how, 
people - cleaner than most other nationals. ' ~ "-"' ' " ' during my visit to the large city hospital over a 
Canada'Spresumably pu liCakin to thosehealthof' eStandardsunited States.are ~ ~ period of three days had showed a shockingly mw 
' ( standard of hospital housekeeping and patient 
~ f ~, "~-," ;- .,,,,~_ ' ~ care. Mentioned was a heavy swinging corridor When Canadians travel in the U.S. they are not afraid to drink the water or to eat at roadside 
restaurants. Inoculations against specific 
communicable diseases are not required on 
either side of the U.S. - Canadian border. 
Presumably therefore, health standards are 
mutally acceptable between our two countries. 
So, it might come as something of a shock to 
look at a few of the 'acceptable levels of frith' in 
foods by the U.S. Public Health Service. 
According to the runaway best-seller "Book of 
Lists", these are some levels that are permitted 
in the U.S. by law: 
In strawberries, frozen, whole and sliced - a 
mold count of 55 percent in half of the samples. 
In tomato paste, up to 30 fly eggs per 100 gram 
(roughly 4 ounce) samples, 15 eggs and one 
larva, or two larvae; or mold count averaging 40 
9~9 Y0~I HIAR 
percent (30 percent for pizza sauce) .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
In popcorn, in six 10 ounce samples, either one 
rodent pellet or one rodent hair per sample; 2 
rodent hairs or 20 gnawed grains per pound with nJohard Jackson "ILT--I 1 ' I "T  *= hairs in 50 percent of samples or5  percent by. l ation  umty  
weight of field corn in popcorn. 
In spinach, canned or frozen, either 50 aphids, 
thrips or mites or eight-leaf miners; two spinach 
worms or 10 percent decomposition - per 100 
grams (about 4 ounces). 
Fish? Fresh frozen, - five percent of fish or 
fillets with "definite odor of decomposition" over. 
25 percent of fish area; or 20 percent of the fish 
fillets with "slight odor of decomposition" over 
25 percent of fish area. 
In asparagus (canned or frozen) the U.S. 
public health service of the Food and Drug ad- 
ministration allows up to ten percent of the 
spears infested with six asparagus beetle eggs, 
either 40 thrips or five insects per 100 gram 
samples. 
It would be interesting to learn" what some of 
the "allowable frith" levels for food are, in 
Canada; whether they vary from province to 
province, and what are some of the actual counts 
that have been made from food stores and 
restaurants in the Fdtimat and Terrace and 
nearby communities. Including our water 
supply. 
Foliowing~,an,,.-all-night stomach uvset after 
consuming a ',chili-dog'! at a local fast food 
outleL I telephoned to ask if other customers had 
had the same misfortune. The girl who an- 
swered the phone, was very pleasant. "I'm 
awfully sorry," she apologized. "But the 
waitress who came on in the morning was 
supposed to dump out the chili sauce from the 
night before, and I don't think she did." A.check 
with health authorities revealed that food 
poisoning is often unnoticed because people.who 
get it sometimes mistake it for a case Of 24 hour 
flU. 
"'What? Call a fall election? What's Joe Clark ever done tO me?" 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT A Dead Issue? 
Other Liberals remain off the record, perhaps 
out of fear of reprisal from the Prime Minister 
who has made national unity his Holy Grail and 
is struggling to make it the one sure re-election 
issue. 
But privately they are frank to admit that to 
most of English Canada, national unity means 
blind acceptance of bilingualism, special 
privilege for Quebec and a resignation to rising 
French Canadian militancy in Ontario and parts 
of the West and the Maritimea. 
So in the face of this resentment, the worried 
Liberals are quite content to let the barking dogs 
of separatism lie as long as English Canadians 
seem satisfied that they won't bite. 
Some of that English Canadian resentment is 
due, MPs  will tell you, to what they are calling 
"the Anglo Saxon Uncle Toms" in the federal 
bureaucracy. 
These "Uncle Toms" in the seniorranks of ~e  
Public Service, in theirzeal to bend tlie ~ee  and 
tug the forelock to Pierre Trudeau, have made it 
almost a cult to glorify what they call the 
"French Fact" while discounting, denigrating 
and discrediting English Canada as insensitive 
and even intolerant. Bigotted, too. 
These are the people- some of them deputy 
ministers, others commissioners and chairmen 
of special federal boards, and all of them ap- 
pointed by and faithful to Tl'udeau - who split us 
into "Anglophones" and "Francophones," 
equating the English majority and the French 
minority. 
But thequiet on the national unity front may be 
deceptive. 
For out in the English grassroots things are 
stiR'lag: former Liberal Defence Minister 
James Richardson and his "Canadians for One 
Canada" movement, the Calgary-based new 
Dominion of Canada Party, the Loyalist Party of 
Canada which ran some candidates in the last 
election and plans running more in the next, and 
a half dozen variations of the same "One United 
Canada" theme. 
With or without Quebec. 
Parties for Canadians not "Linguaphones." 
Food preparation areas and kitchens can 
occasionally be seen by customers in 
restaurants. When sanitary practices are ob- 
served repeatedly, customers should not be 
afraid to complain to the management. Failure 
to rectify the situation should result in a com- 
plaint being lodged with the public health 
department, he chamber of commerce, the city 
council - and Consumer's Affairs. In most in.  
stances, though, the restaurant or food store win 
be only too pleased to respond favourably to 
legitimate complaints, and clean up their act. 
E.S, 
OTTAWA- National unity simply isn't selling 
on the political market. 
Who says so? 
The voters. 
Correspondence secretaries in the offices of 
Prime Minister Trudeau, Conservative Leader 
Joe Clark, and New Democratic Leader Ed 
B.readbent a l l  agree that the mail these days 
reveals less interest - never mind concern - m 
unity than any time since separatist Premier 
Rene Levesque stunned the country by winning 
Quebec going on two years ago. 
How time passes - it was back in November, 
1976, but it seems like yesterday - and with time 
dies the sense of urgency to do something about 
it. 
That, anyway, is the explanation the Prime 
Minister's office offers of the lack of public in- 
terest. 
People in English Canada, report federal 
members of all parties, including the Liberal~i. 
have become borL, d with Levesque, preposteroug: ' 
poseur that he is, and convinced that nothing 
real ly is going to happen to unity, 
Not now, anyway, or even soon. 
Perhaps never, as more and more Liberals 
from Quebec, and some once-flaming separatist 
enthusiasts from the editorial staffs Of the 
Montreal newspapers report that Levesque not 
only will lose his referendum but even more 
surely the next provincial election. 
So the public, denied its expected late spring or 
early summer election by a Prime Minister 
fearful of losing power, have turned attention 
away from unity to the more urgent issues of 
day.to-day living, inflation and the dollar. 
Most Liberals like it that way. 
One of them who talked without going off the 
record has been Keith Penner, Liberal MP for 
Thunder Bay, who'll be running in the oncoming 
election in anether Northern Ontario riding, 
Cechrane. • 
Not only weren't a number of his people not 
really concerned any more about unity, he 
reported, but disclosed that next time around 
they wouldn't even be voting Liberal because 
"they just don't give a damn about Quebec." 
Says Man Must Have Higher Loyalty If He Is To Survive 
The following is the text of a 
speech given by Winifred 
Barton, at Unity Day 
celebration in Madoc, On- 
tario, on July Ist. "!  AM" 
stands of Institute of Applied 
Metaphysics, which has its 
headquarters in Ottawa. 
Being a Canadian citizen 
by choice - rather than birth, 
i feel perhaps, more sense of 
privilege at being able to live 
and work here in Canada 
than thooe who were born 
here. 
Over the past 35 years I 
have travelled from coast to 
coast in Canada a number of 
times, and have visited 
every major city: not as a 
tourist - but as part of the 
job: talking and meeting 
people and getting their 
views on life. 
It seemed evident that 
most of these people were 
more concerned with 
regional than national 
issues, almost as if they lived 
in a series of isolated groups 
rather than being citizens of 
tbe same country, Many felt 
a sense of hostility towards 
the central government - and 
used this as a handy scape- 
goat to account for all the 
difficulties of modern times. 
In effect, it is this 
separative attitude itseH 
which causes many of the 
woes Canada faces today, 
Strength comes from Unity - 
in predetermlng priority 
goals which serve everyone, 
secondary goals of regional 
interest. 
Older countries, such as 
the U.S.A. and Britain - 
recognizing the power of 
unification, stress a heavy 
national theme from the 
cradle to the grave. I, for 
example, was raised on the 
Theme - "Land of Hope and 
Glory, Mother of the Free -, 
How Shall We Adore Thee 
Who Were Born of Thee?" I 
think it is this early 
development of national 
loyalty which spills over to 
one's adopted country. In 
some way a mystical 
transfer is made. Learning 
to appreciate is a key to 
happiness, 
.in recent years however, 
thanks to the exercises in 
expanded consciousness as 
taught by I AM -a  new 
loyalty - and even keener 
sense of appreciation has 
developed. Exploration of a 
new country: a new 
dimension; a new concept of 
earthlings as a single unified 
human race. Which, I am 
convinced is what must 
happen if the race is to 
survive the next few decades 
of its l~istory. 
To put it in n single sen- 
tence - I met God. It soon 
became clear that here is 
where the first loyalty lies; 
in the simple law of abun- 
dant life • TIIOU SALT  
HAVE NONE OTHER GODS 
Ifl,,'l.'O RE  ME, 
This is not merely a nice and communication among 
philosophical attitude its members, so could the 
rather an objective recognition of a spiritual 
statement of the key to monarchy stabilize earth's 
human survival, affairs so that men could get 
Early man wandered the together under one common 
face of the earth in small C6mmander and get on with 
tribes, seeking food and the- now pressing matter of 
shelter. His dominance over saving the planet. 
other emerging life forms 
came about because his 
reaction to any kind of threat 
was swifter, and his survival 
instinct more developed than 
the others. Anything beyond 
his own tribe was considered 
a threat to be eliminated as 
fast as possible, Then he 
came to learn that the bigger 
the tribe the stronger its 
capacity for survival. Tribes 
learned to band together in 
loosely knit agreements - 
which effectively protected 
all its members from foreign 
invaders, This his how 
provinces and states interact 
today, all working towards 
the common wealth of the 
members. 
But the way thingsstand at 
present - in an effort to gain 
the loyalty of adherents, an 
attitude of regional and 
national paranoia pervades 
the planet - with threats, real 
and imagined being seen on 
By emphasizing our 
common denominator - that 
all men are heirs to the 
Kingdom o.f ~leaven, under a 
single MSster of the 
Universe. as we have found 
it to be. And seeking the best 
interests of all humanity, 
which in the case of the rich 
~ountries means giving up 
some of their privileges to 
those in greater need, 
nations would no longer 
waste precious energy and 
resources in warlike 
gestures of intimidation - 
which is a reflection of 
primitive instinct rather 
than the evolved mind in 
action .... 
In the lhst quarter century, 
molecular biologists have 
made :~ many great 
discoveries. AMong the 
greatest~of these is the law 
which demands that earth 
species evolve or perish. 
From the time when the first 
It had put its life energy on the separateness of men, 
supply into developing bulk rather than the togetherness 
rather than common sense, of all things. 
The common sense of In the higher states of 
jungle law - no longer ap- consciousness a self tran- 
lies, and becomes self sforming perception of one's 
structive if allowed to total unity with all creation 
persist beyond its time. is the overwhelming 
The recent war in Viet emotion. The normal ego 
Nam is a good example of boundaries break down - as 
this, Thousands of young man reaches beyond the 
Americans, the cream of the limits of the body to perceive 
crop in terms of good health the Cosmic Plan - the moral 
and education, and order that makes sense to 
presumably with some the seeming chaos of 
religious background, separate existences, 
though doubtless this would 1 AM - and other I AM's 
be less emphasized than the become unified - one in love, 
nationalistic loyalties, are It changes a bleak and 
required to participate, hopeless view of life to one 
Training camps designed to that has joyful purpose, No 
dehumanize, fashion these more disconnected parts. 
lads into professional killers. These liberated ones stress 
All this to the tune of the again and again that lip 
U.S, Marine Corps March, service is not the answer. 
the symbol of social ac- God cannot be known save 
ceptability American through direct experience. 
masculinity in its prime, That is what the name of the 
Then some official conceives game is all about, 
of Operation Phoenix, a plan By emphasizing this single 
of systematic genocide, common denominator- as 
cruel and merciless beyond givefi in the single over. 
description, inexcusable by riding law of life, THOU 
any remote logic of wartime SHALl" HAVE NON OTHER 
strategy. The plan is carried GODS BEFORE ME. And 
out, by acknowledging'that all 
Today these young men men are potential heirs to 
all sides. • The stronger the 
country - and l'm thinking 
now of the two super powers. 
the stronger the potential 
threat. 
As a physical monarch 
provides a stability across 
tll~lC ;rod poiei|iia I prolc('t ~ot~ 
single celled bacteria tot. are Viet. Nam Veterans. the Kingdom of Heaven 
tered on the verge of life - Seventy thousand are ira- under a single sovereign, all 
this law has never varied, prisoned for social crimes, may be saved- together w~lh 
The application of his' Five hundred thousand are ourbelovedplanetEarth. T. 
innate intelligence is what in hospital tinder psychiatric live and glorify in one v(.ct 
brought mankind to the top treatment. All because of in acknowledgment of the 
,ff the evolutionary scale - the parasol@ application of one and only'. MASTER c,F 
wl,le the dinosaur perished jungle law- ami,qnemphasis TIlE UNIVERSE 
door that fell onto a cleaning woman when she 
was passing through; of dried blood from a 
previous patient on the flodr adjacent a patient's 
bed that went unremoved. Of delivery of wrong 
medicines to the patients. Even (as was 
documented on a television news item) a dead 
mouse and a mouse nest inside a piece of 
dialysis equipment ransferred from anothe~ 
part of the hospital. 
Because of the extreme nature of these in- 
cidents, I had not expected many of the readers 
of the HERALD to believe me. However, the 
reaction I received was quite the .opposite. Not 
only did they believe, but they had additional 
stories to tell of other large city institutions. 
Well, sadly enough, there is a sequel to this. Of 
the seven patients who received kidney tran- 
splants the same time, at the Winnipeg hospital, 
two months ago, two have died, two more have 
had to have the transplants removed, a third - a 
young woman, ;s scheduled to have hers 
removed this week. My son is one of the two 
remaining - and his is rejecting, also, and he is 
losing the normal use use of his legs. 
Though he is only a layman (and 32 yrs. old) 
his observations appear to bear out what some 
professionals have only dared to say "off the 
record": the surgery was excellent. However, 
when, "immediately afterwards, the surgical 
team left for their vacations, the ix)st-operative 
follow up by medical staff on call or on roster, 
left much to be desired. Some of the assigned 
doctors, new to Canda, had difficulty un- 
derstanding the language. A number of the 
obvious mistakes were actually quite funny - 
were it not the consequences could be so tragic. 
Having, during the past 8 weeks, watched two 
of the seven who received their kidney tran- 
splant die; two others have to lose theirs, 
another due to have hers removed and to watch 
his own rejecting, my son, who has to Rive his 
balky car to and from the hospital through heavy 
city traffic every couple of days, to be examined, 
openly admits he is "concerned" about the 
outcome. With a strong sense of humour he used 
to keep the staff and the patients around him 
chuckling ;and in a happy frame of mind with his 
jokes, clowning and repartee. 
' : I  figured; ,if my old ear could hang on awhile 
ldnger; I~ could-too, "Dad;. he said on ~the 
tel~llbhb'~'~'WhenIg6t be ter I was goiiig'togiv~ 
it an engine "transplant", Now, I don't think it 
would be fair to the car." 
As I said before, in my earlier article. Patients 
in the Terrace area would appear to be fortunate 
in the quality of care they can expect from Mills 
Memorial. However, it should be added, there is 
no Renal Dialysis department in any of the 
hospitals in the Northwest - Rupert, Terrace or 
Kitimat. This might be an area for which such a 
department is needed. We would be happy to 
hear from our readers both physicians and lay 
persons of their own views and experience in 
such matters. 
E.S. 
Foreign investments Costs 
Canadians Jobs 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The ported was a Toronto devel- 
Sunday Star says a recent oper's purchase of eight New 
trend of large Canadian York City skyscrapers for a 
companies buying property reported $270 million. 
and creating industrial jobs Sinclair Stevens, 
in the United States may be Progressive Conservative 
partly behind the slump in finance critic, described the 
the Canadian economy, trend as "dramatic and moot 
The newspaper says alarming" when told of the 
Canadian interests have newspaper's findings. 
bought or opened more than "It is one thing for foreign 
300 manufacturing plants in businessmen to lose interest 
theU.S.andbavespentmore in Canada; it is certainly 
than $I billion on U.S. real much'worse that Canadian 
estate development since businessmen are not only not 
Janus.,  1977. taking up the opportunities 
The newspaper quotes 
estimates by the U.S. 
commerce department hat 
the total of new Canadian 
investment in the United 
States exceeded $6 billion 
last year for the first time, 
probably making Canada the 
largest single foreign in- 
vestor in the U.S, 
The largest single deal re. 
left here by foreigners 
leaving, but are themselves 
seeking to go to the U.S, to 
invest," Stevens said. 
The Yerk-Simcoe MP 
added that the shift of in. 
vestment southward reflects 
"the very unhealthy at. 
titude" of Canadian 
businessmen toward their 
own country. 
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Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
following lobs are to he 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanmt full 
time. General duties in local 
mill - shift work involved. 
General Office Clerk - DOE 
$3.50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Invoicing 
through a cardex inventory 
system. Accurate typing. 
Child Care Supervisor - $150 
week. Terrace. Permsnmt 
full time. Must be registered 
nurse or have successfully 
completed to early childhood 
education cou. 
Filer• I.W.A. rate, 
Terrace. permanent full 
time. General duties in local GRASS; FED BEEF $1.19 Ib, 
-- +... +'-.. -:.~.- . ..: • " ,.-:. ~ 
: ++!'A'+:iSID S C*+ !$1.4,91b. ~: GRADE ' E ,:i/, , 
....... +~_++++._  ++ 
mill. Must have saw lil or 
saw fitter experience. 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full 
time. Must have retail sales 
experience knowledgable 
about stereo equipment. 
Mnsthavegeod 
management skills. 
Clerical Assistant - $5.25 hr. 
Terrace. 50 wpm typing, 
tiling, photocopying, minute- 
taking, mail, shorthand dicta 
preferred, Typing test to be 
glva~, 
Composing Room Foreman - 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be Journeyman of 4 years 
experience. Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
equipment. Must be able to 
do minor maintenance and 
some repair. 
Carpenters- DOE union 
wage. Dawson Creek. No 
aeenmmodation supplied. 
Grader Operator 
Negotiable. Must have 
logging and road building 
construction experience. 
Plumber - Union wage. 
Kamloops. Must be jour- 
neyman or experience. 
Stenographer- $6.63 hr. 
Terrace. Must have 50 wpm. 
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Elder Steve Leakey (leh) and Elder Stephen Hintze. 
.In Torr-Owo W Mormon Missionaries 
TheChurch of Jesus Christ The church as over 26,000 much emphasis on "the 
of Latter-day Saints missionaries throughout the Family, with respect o the 
(Mormons) have recently world, with some 150 in family as the basic unit of 
assigned two more British Columbia,' who bring society, believing without 
missionaries to the Terrace the Restored Gospel of Jesus the family the world would 
area. Elder Steve Lakey, Christinto the lives of nearly be in much greater difficulty. 
from Ogden, Utah, and Elder 200,000 people yearly. Salt Elder Lakey and Hiotze 
Stephen 'Hintze, from Lake City, Utah is the along with Elder Johnson 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, headquarters of the church, and Eyre'are excited about 
have come from Kitimat.to with a membership of over 4 the Terrace ares and the 
work with Elder Eric T. million, message they share. They 
Johnson and Elder Ken TheChurch of Jesus Christ can be reached at 638-1736 or 
Eyre, already in Terrace. of Lalter-day Saints ruts 635-5864. 
,,,, TERRACE MEATS 
LAKELSE 





SIDES OF BEEF 
Price includes custom cuffing and wrapping 
• ALL BEEF OOV'T INSPECTED tree ALBERTA 
Cook - $3,50 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some clsan-up. 
Shift work. 
Bal~er - 57,00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
$10.51 hour. Terrace. 
Temporary full time (2 
months). Certified HD 
Mechanic Heavy EquipmeDt 
r~l~. '  
Radiator Repairman - 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permaneat - full 
time. Must have experimce 
or related radiator ex- 
perience. Some light 
mechanic work. 
Registered Nurs{e - Clinic - 
$5.50 hour. Terrace. On call 
only - for relief and for 
emergencies. To assist in 
clinic. 
Computer Operator - $3S0 - 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
$1200 raG. DOE. Terrace. Press Must Two Bodies I Permanent fulitime, Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System.q2-Mnstbe lBM SpoakOut InWreokagel trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch, 
SUNRIVER, Ore. (AP) -- LEWISTOWN, Mont. (CP) 
Advertising Salesperson - The head of the American -- The bodies of two 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must Newspaper Publishers Ca'usdian men have been 
he fullyexperlenced. Must Association (ANPA) told found near the wreckage of a 
Oregon newspaper plane that crashed near here 
executives Saturday they more than a year ago. 
should be more forceful in Jerry Cloyd, Fergus 
said County coroner, 
Saturday the men were Karl 
Douma nf Calgary and 
Richard Powers. Ages and 
the hometown of Powers 
were not available. 
Cloyd said the wreckage 
was spotted Friday by a U.S. 
forestservice ranger who 
was flying a routine fire- 
patrol in the area. 
The wreckage was in the 
remote and almost- 
have own transportation. 
Must be able to work in- 
dependently, speaking out for basic free- 
Cocktail Waitress - $4.25 hr. deras. 
DOE. Must be 19, mature Allen Neuharth, president 
and reliable, andchief executive officer of 
the Gannett Co. and chair- 
Construction Labour- ~I.00 man and president of the 
hr. Terrace. Own transport ANPA, said he is disturbed 
and agse, Some building about he upcoming trials of 
experience preferred, two U.S. newspaper re- 
porters in the Soviet Union. 
Short Order Cook - DOE. "In my opinion they (the 
Terrace. Permanent full- Soviets) are telling you and 
time job. Expelenee me they are going to apply 
preferred but will train, the same gag on free world 
Must have own tran- journalists as they,,apply to 
spertatien, their own citizens, he said. 
"We need to tell them we will 
Sales Clerk-$3.50hr. DOE. not tolerate that kind of 
Terrace. Permanmt part- treatment of free world 
time. Must be mature, journalists." 
Handling cash sales, Ex- 
200,000 Fans 
Hoar B. Bylan 
BLACKBUSHE, England 
(AP) -- U.S. singer Bob 
Dyian drew an estimated 
250,000 fans to a Second 
World War airbase in 
southern England for a day- 
long open air concert billed 
as The Picnic at Blachbusbe. 
Police said betweon 500 
and 400 persons complained 
about forged tickets to the 
festival, the largest in 
Britain since a Rolling 
Stones how in August, !976, 
drew 150,000 people. 
Blackboshe was the last 
stop of Dylan's European 
perience preferred. 
tour. 
Forgeries of the $13 tickets 
presented a problem. Police 
inacceasable area of' the said some perseus were ar- 
Snowy Mountains south o f  rested for selling false 
Lewlsvilie. The wreckage tickets, the number of 
apparently had been there arrests were not given. 
since April 29, 1977, when the The audience came from 
plane was reported missing, across Britain and Europe 
Cloyd said the plane up- for the concert which also 
parently struck a shale featured British rock stars 
canyon, broke up and bur- 
Come in and check on all our 
Super Specials for this Week. 
• JUST  ASK MAXlNE or J IM 
L is ted  
ew Business 
Not listed in our 
B,I), Tel Bireotory, 
AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-2040 
GENERAL FURNITURE - 635-4961 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 798.2267 
We , re  . . . . , .  v....,.... .,o,,.. . . . . ,  ., , .  
BOYOS BODY SHOP - 635-9410 
GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635.3479 
iiHere! l=ree. ,or ONE month courtesy el THE Eric Clapton and Joan Ar- DALLY HERALD Lightning , He said neither body matrading. wus intheplane, butitap- Police spokesman Roger i1 General Office Clerk- ported both men were killed Newman said there were a If you wish your Business Phone 
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" payroll, filing, recepuon. Clerk- $3.00 hr• Terrace. Experieoce requtred CP A furestfire believedto OOOOOOOOO ~"OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO'~ 
Prefer experience. Must be " have been started by a g O 
Associate Dental Surgeon - lightning strike Saturday m- -  m, imsmB s - - -  • ~I~ ms n - 
to learn. Fee  for Service M.ast have night, w.as.burning about ~ MilliOn • U U n u 
• - rs~x-rtencoan acres ot crees ano oruu - U Desk 'Clerk - $3.60 hr: mutofayca pe be Cowinhan • Q " ' . 
Terrace. Ability to control dental surgeon with B.C. Sunday near t . , • 
building also handle cash. 
Executive Secretary - $1,000 . 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, mouth end of equipment. RSSpos _ . g! ~ . . . . .  h k ...:.~ worth an estimate $. • ~ / " ~ " ' ~ ~  A 
shorthand . to head nurse. Shift work u nelng tan neu uy ,q~. w,,~ ANion was found in me ,w 
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Terrace.. 40 w.p.m. ~punm mm I~ I week. Local governmen! ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~w'~fmlL~ • 
prelerreo, hr upe.__J ~ '~ RA officials reported that W • 
Security Gu.ard .-.$4.50 -- - r | [ ] le[ I  i~ Jn l Jml  another light' aircraft • ~ ] '~  ~ ~ ' ~ ~  dh 
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duties. Prep !pc To an Y - II,soovor • TUESDAY 18th i)ONEY BURGER . 
Bab3mltter .$6.50 tlaY.hd~i Draltsperson "haP/~me • WEDNESDAY 19th  F ISH DINNER c reforl -4year old c '  • Terrace. - -+ '  y H ' 
Will involve feeding supper experieneeasadraftaPerson Be ostage J. Caesar s • $1.98 
THURSDAY 20th TEXASBURGER • putting to bed Tern for a toga, survey and • . • • ' ' porary position engmeering praetice: G 1.98 • + +,e, rives Tnps i)ampsnto • $ • 
Pizza Cook - $3.75 • General Office' - f~i00 • 
ace Must have some DOE Terrace. Some CAGLIAIR+I, Sardinia, BOULOGNE, France ninav 21st CHEESEBURGER S1.08 ._ Ten" . , " O U I I  I V w e - m y  - -  work experience. Prep.are typing, reception runnm8 tReutor) -- An ll-yea.r-o.id (Reuter) -- Worxmen . FU l l - - - -  - • 
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TrackDrlller-lt0.50hr. Housekeeping urines - .young ~.lenap victim Reds camp from wmc.tt.Juuus • W 
BARCELONA, Spain 
CPA man is in hospital after BOULDER, Colo. 
hdUag from the balcony of CP Thieves who stole more 
his mistress's home. than 20 bicycles from . f tS 
Climbing from the balcony, students at University of 
he panicked and let go when Colorado turned out to be six 
he saw the silhouette of a housekeepers at the take -- ' • 
man he thought was his university who had decided 
,iah.ms'shusbandholdinga to teach thestudonts o be ye:r°,S~nfr~mt~e • 4342 LAKELSE 635-7100 • i'm-ffe-_Aetuaily, it was a more careful with property seized on May 24 an 
aei~hbor cutting down a by giving their bikes to drha~d:~r ~LeS, ll M~]: an undisclose  
Salami sammge that had underprivileged children in Maurowas freed on July 3 residents believe to be a ~•O•OO•OOO•••OOoooO•o•*•OOOOOOOOOOOOO@ 
hanging outside., the neighborhood, for a t110,-000 ransom, demographic record, 
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Terrace. softball team 
in provincial finals 
W. Sturvy (left) civic representative for the Loyal Order of Moose, 
presents Can-Cell coach J. Wideman with a $600 cheque. The money 
will be used to help pay for the teams trip to the provincial f'mals 
last weekend. Photo by J im Morris 
| 
On behalf of the coaches 
manager and players of Can- 
Cell Allstar Girls Midget 
Softball team we would like 
to thank those people that 
have made it possible to send 
~r  team ,to the Provincial 
Finals ,in Vancouver. We 
would ,like to thank Terrace 
Esso for ,the use of their 
station to raise money on car 
washes also the Totem Gulf. 
Also we'd like to "thank 
Terrace Co-op for the space 
they gave us for the bake 
sale. A special thanks to Mr. 
Sturby and Staff of the Loyal 
Order of Moose Club, and 
Columbia Cellulose Limited 
for their generous con- 
tribution that makes us 
possible to go. 
We will do all we can to 
bring the trophy back to 
Terrace. We sincerely thank 
you again, Can-Cell Team 
Nicklaus wins British Open 
Nicklaus himself . mderstand it hatter here 
recognized it later when, than anywhere lse in the 
after his tw~stroke victory world. For some reas~ they 
for his third British Open 
rifle, he said: "I think they 
know what my feeling is for 
golf, for British golf and for 
the history of the game, and 
that I appreciate what the 
game is here. 
" i  appreciate heir.feeling 
towards the game. They 
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland 
(Renter) - -  When the huge 
crowd of 25,000 surrounding 
the final hole on the Old 
Course acclaimed Jack 
Nicklaus as British Open golf 
champion with a deafening 
roar Saturday, they were not 
rely paying homage to a 
great champion. They were 
also saluting a kindred 
spirit. 
Hall of fame 
nominations 
As in 197o, Nicklaus ended 
a three-year span during 
which he had not won a 
have attached it to me, und it major championshlp--a 
is very nice." distressing situation for a 
It was the second time that man who has won more 
Nlcklaas, 38, had won the major events than anyone 
open on the legendary old else. 
lay-out where the game had Five U.S. Masters titles, 
its beginnings more than a Four 'U.S. PGA crowns, 
centmv ago. three U.S. Opens and three 
British Opens give him 15 of 
what are regarded ingolf as 
WIN PLAYOFF the Big Four. Add to them 
In 1970. the last time this two U.S. amateur titles 
Scottish university town was before he turned profes- 
host to the event, Nleklaus simul and the reeerd is awe- 
fled over 72 holes with fellow some. 
American Doug Sanders, "I feel super, absolutely 
then won the title in a playoff, super. I don't know quite haw-. 
by one stroke, to express my feelings," he 
This time, Nieklaea took said. "Of course I wandered 
the tournament outright by if I would ever win another 
breaking away from a major, but I felt thatif I kept 
• Oghtly bunched fl.~.d .with as working and kept playing, 
solldarounddgouasnecan they would come again." ~. 
His 72-hole total was 281~ ever have played. 
He scored a three-under- seven under par and two' 
par eg, recording three fewer than he~ededin 1970. 
birdies and not going over The closest to him at the 
par once In a difficult wind finish were Americans Tom 
that wrecked the chances of Kite, Ben Crenshaw and Ray 
O~l~vers le s prepared for the Floyd, along with Simon 
d" Course then ha was. Owen of New Zealand. In the 
Nlddaan mentioned ~he end it was Owen, playing 
wind later, saying that when with Nicklaus, who stayed 
haawekeinthamorvingand with the champion the 
say/that it had completely longest. 
changed irectlenevernight, The unrated 27.year-old 
he was delighted. New Zealander, who burst on 
"We had it like that last the scene with his hack nine 
week andin 1970, but a lot of score of 33 in exacting 
the  guys weren't hare th~ conditims on Friday en tha 
and I knew they might not way to a 69, took the lead 
know how to play it. I know briefly Saturday by ~dpplag 
that wind. I remembered intothal5thholefromofftha 
what lines to play with it. I green to cap a birdie barrage 
think, that made a lot of of five in seven holes. 
diffe~anee" 
Garc ia  Canadian Fishing Hail of . Fame 
nominations will be accepted until August 1. 
Selection by  the national board of judges is the 
ult imate angling accolade, and those so honored 
join. what could be the world's most elite 
assemblage,of  Eishing Greats. 
Present ' ihembers  a re  Rt, .'Hon.',. Jo lm :. G, 
D ie fenbaker ,  ~salm0n conservat ion is ts  Jack  
Fenetv and "Happy"  Fraser ,  international gold 
meda l  casters  Joe Phillips and Pete Edwards,  
renowned journal is~ Gregory Clark, Pete 
McGillen and Roderick Haig-Broan, and 19th- 
century fish culturist Samuel Wilmul. 
Eligible are  all past and present Canadian 
residents whose achievements have resulted in 
the preservation and improvement of Canada's  
sport fisheries. Also, those whose oontributiom 
and efforts have been directed toward improving 
the skills and enjoyment of this nation's seven 
million anglers. 
Individuals and associations are  invited to 
submit documented nominations to: The Garc ia  
Canadian Fishing Hall of Fame,  2440 Haines 
Road, Mississauga, Ontario IAY 3WI. 
'Snoopy' 
Debundscha, the wettest place in Africa, hat a yearly rainfall of over 400 inches. 
winner 
The Terrace Reds 
"Snoopy" Draw was held on 
the weekend and the lucky 
winner was Mike McKuich of 
Terrace, B.C. 
The Reds, who are now 
defunct, would like to take 
this opportunity to thank 
those who bought ickets to 






High tide this morning at 
9:45 a.m. of tl.Zft, and low 
tide at 3:15 p.m. of 6.6 ft. 
Douglas Channel fishing was 
good with Sue Channel quite 
good although mostly 
Springs. 
The reason for this is the 
last while Sue Channel has 
been producing quite a 
number of Coho. 
The first report of Salt 
Pink Salmon caught has also 
been received. 
It was quite rough last 
night and I tried the north 
end of Costa Island for a 
couple of hours and although 
the effort was put in, there 
was no Salmon caught. 
The popular hook-up is still 
an Ab & AI flasher followed 
by herring strip in a super 
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Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITiMAT DalLY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happenZ 
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CLASS IF IED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Heralcl Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies ~on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after thu first 
publication. 
it is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In.the event of failura 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad. 
vertisement as published 
shell be l imited to the 
amotmt paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in. 
carted insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
corred or umitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid • for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
uertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
l i a r ,  nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
'years, unless.the condition is 
The .  following Neigh- 
bourhoud Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
LOCAL ONLY: note specific areas for which 
20 words or less $2.00 per these meetings are Intended; 
.nsertlen, over 20 words 5 Meetings wi l l  be held 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In~ 
sertlons 31.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
throughout he summer and 
householders are en- 
couraged fo attend meetings, 
• arranged for their reep ectlve 
areas. 
Monday, July 17, 1978 
whether run or not. 7:30 p.m.. 
Absolutely no refunds after At the home of Mr.and Mrs. 
ad has been set. MacKInnon 
CORRECTIONS: 
• Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
SI.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
4926 Welsh Ave. 
Fur the 4900block Olson, 4900 
block Welsh, 3400 and 3500 
block ,. Bruce. 
Tuesday, July 18, 1978 
7:30 p.m. 
At the home of t~r. and Mrs. 
Edward Parry 
4901 Davis Ave. 
For the 4900 Davis block; 
Park block; Lazelle block, 
Grelg block, and Hwy. No. 
16. 
Wedneeday~ July 19, 19711 
NATIONAL 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge lB.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD. 
VERTISING: 
53.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
C()MING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Kltimat and Thornhlll areas. 




No charge for write-up. SS.~0 
charge for • picture 
reproductlen. Prepaid. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
8:00 p.m. 
CLASSIFIED At the Sacred Heart Church 
Meeting Ream 
4836 Straume Ave. 
For the 4900 block Lazelle, 
Lambly, and Caledonia 
Avenue. 
The following Nelgh- 
bourhood Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
note specific areas for which 
these meetings are Intended. 
Meetings wi l l  be held 
throughout the summer and 
householders are an. 
couraged to affend meetings 
arranged for their respective 
areas. 
Wednesday, July 19, 1978 • 
7:30 p.m,. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
West.Johnson " " 
2/11 Skeena Street 
For the 2700 block Skeena 
Street, ~'2800 block Skeena 
Street, 5200 and 5300 block 
Kelth Avenue, 5200 and 5300 
b lock  Haug land  
Avenue.Thursday, July 20, 
19711 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635 -6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held af Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
• Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munlzation. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00- 4:10 p.m. by up. 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
'the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in'the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from thelr family doctor. 
Terrace area (~nly. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1:00 • 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
.Held every Monday at 3:3O 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
prohlems. 
Full or part.time. Here Isan 
opportunity to earn-extra 
money, $6 . $6 per hdur. 
Training is availabler ; For 
Interviews Call Mornle 635-. 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
JuMIfled by a bone fide B i r th ,  Engagements ,  
Fequbmhlent/n~ the" wark~.~.~ltr.|qges~....Memorials, 
    o,,Thanks, Letters of 
..... - - ' ,.~N~i~h~atlon i'tlot exceeding 
ng u e s . 10 lines $5.00 per Insertion. 
Each additional line $.50 
Publ ished a t  Ter race  
B.C, S days  a week 
iMen..Frl, mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Laur ie  Ma i le t t  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  Octeber  1, 
1977 
Single copy  20c 
By Carr ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America I 
year 51.00. 





Terrace.Kltimat & Dlstrid 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.63S1 
131 : : " -  •: 
• PERSONAL • 
The Catholic 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: ~.00 for first 10 




4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3¢00p.m.t. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of g.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lozelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
' those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and ~soclal 
.rehubllitatlon don~ by 
consultant. 
i ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital .is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
Womens call 635-2040or 635 ~44 *,c~0.. 
i4,., BUS!NESS .. . . . . .  
PERSONAL 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10 tit 2 p.m. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Sept, 13....First meeting of Greenware, air brushing 
Fall session. Presidents available - custom firing. 
Visit. 3936 McNeil St. 
November .4..,Elks Hall Fall 635-9393 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Abarlion Coun¢elllng Open.till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. 
& Crisis Line br  Phone 624.5639 
Women 
63843811 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
openlag of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
ef 14 and 18 who are In; 
terelded please call 635-3061 
or ~1t.1269 (ctf) 
DUFFS BICYCLE'SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 






At theSt. Matthews Anglican 
Church •, 
.4726 Lazelle Avenue 
For the 4608 and 4700 Park 
Ave., 4700 block Lazelle 
Ave., and 4700 block Oavis 
Ave. 
Next Playground Location: 
Uplands School Field July 
17th to 21st. 
INCHES AWAYCLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For mere Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 






Man.: 8:'30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Malar ial  Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. old, brokenor used pieces of 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
Mills Memorial Hospital for recycling or renovating. 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on Call us at 635-2238 between 
Lazelle now offers a full ea.m.and3p.m.,wewif ltry 
stock of Spring and Summer to make arrangements for 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are 86. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Ismade. Al l  reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue.~i. 
• -,, Hearing.eats'will be. done b~:~- 
by  referral frame:: family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638.1155. 
A'Heather.Tarten Society is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of~promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
Wetght Watchers meeting 
heldevery TuescMyat7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hail, 4907 Laxtdlo Avmoe. 
Pregnant 'and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Required for Terrace a girll 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts receiveable on 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 
ability. Please reply in own 
handwriting to Box 1179, 
care of The Terrace-KItlmat 
Daily Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
Bank of Montreal 
Required Immediately 
STENOGRAPHER 
$9170 per annum 
• CLERK --TYPIST 
$8400 per annum 
Phone Peter Hlckman Ac- 
count Manager 638-1131• (c5. 
14) 
CANADIAN OIL. COMPANY 
Urgently needs dependable 
person for industrial sales 
territory. No relocation. We 
are an expanding .AAA.1 
firm established since 1933. 
We oiler plenty of fringe 
benefits. Liberal cam- 
missions, plus bonus and 
opportunity for ad- 
vancement. No experlenca 
• necessary. We train. For 
personal Interview, write a 
letter and tell me about 
yourse l f .  B.M. Hendrix, 
Sales Manager, South- 
western Petroleum Canada 
Ltd., 87 West Drive, 
Brampton, Ont. L6T 2J6. (c6- 
15) 
1977 Yamaha. 100 cc. 600 
miles. New condition phone 
632-5380 after 4 pm 
FOR SALE 1973 Yamaha 350 
c.c. Street bike. GOO d con. 
ditl.on.. ~ ..miles.. Asking. 
$600,0q.: P h0ne 63~.352.0 
anytime. (p5-11) 
• 1977. Suzuki 125 motorcycle. 
800 miles. Phone 635.6968 
after 5. (p4.11,16,1,6) 
Honda XL 125 cc motorcycle. 
638.1121 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(c5.14) 
Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, eclining chair, 
2 radials and rims for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (ctf) 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
WANTED DONATIONS For Sale: 20" RCA color TV. 
The Three Rivers Workshop', Excellent 'condition. Dish. 
for the Handicapped are washer. Like new. Organ 
looking for donations of any. with emphaslzer B&W TV 
635.2362 (A10-12) 
pickup. 
For Sale 1975 Toronado aids 
loader with options. • ira. 
maculate condition. 16000 
miles. 2 extra snow fires. 
Phone 635.2164. (c5.13! 
For Sale 1 elect~olux vac. 
cuum cleaner with power 
head. In excellent condltlen. 
Phone 635-5257 weekdays or 
635.6609 evenings. (p4.11) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
For Sale Partbred Morgans - 
6 yr, bay gelding, trained to 
ride and drive. 4 yr, black 
mare, green broke to ride 
and driven in harness two 
years; both stand about 13 
h.h. and always place at 
halter classes. Also bay colt 
foaled May 9, 1978. Phone 
635-2347 or view at 4812 
Sunset Dr. Terrace, B.C. (pS. 
14) 
trailer. Phone 635.5024 (p3- 
11) 
Room or Room and Board 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeeea Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for hun. 
dlcrafts 
Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skesnavlew Lodge 
635.2265 
information drop into our Lost 1978 Suzuki motorcycle 
officeat 3212 Kalum, orwrite 125 rm. Contact if found 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Chris Reneerkens635-5076 or
VaG 4B4. phone Kalum Tire Service 
635.4904. (c.3.10) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobless. 





Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work. A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts receiveable an 
asset. Remuneration will be 
commensurate with ability. 
Is your son interested In Please reply In own hand- 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace writing to Box 1179, care of 
Scout Tronp Is taking pre The Terrace.Kitlmat Dally 
reglstratl()n for September. Herald, Box 399, Terrace, 
Max number will be 24. If B.C. (ctf) 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3583. Fees will be Fresh peas should squeak available. Private entrance. 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In- when the pods are rubbed to- Reasonable rates. Phone 635. 
forested in ~ helping with gather. Store them unshelled 2694 after 8 p•m. (c3.10) 
scouts please call . in your refrigerator. 
1969 Dodge v2 T PU, V8, 4 56' Safeway doublewide. 
speed trans, pod trac dif- Includes all major ap 
• ferentlal. New rear tires, pliances, largegarden shed 
spare parts, motor trans, and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
Furnlshed two bedroom unit, etc. $1,000 635. full bath, and fireplace. Set 
carpeted ,  f i rep lace ,  5339 (ctf) up and fully skirted in 
everything supplied in- cedar. View at No. 31.4619 
cludlngdishes, linen vacuum 74 Charger va, power Queensway Drive (Tim. 
etc• Suitable two working Steering and brakes, air berland Trailer Park 
adults. Nopets. 635.6757. (p5. conditioning. Low mileage Phone 635.9429• (ctf) 
12) 635-7691 (p10-11) 
For 5ale 1972 Dodge Colt. 
Good condition. Phone 635. For Sale: Four 1971 i2'x52', 
2603. (c5.11) two bedroom seml.furnlshed 
For Sale by owner - 5 Safeway trailers. Complete 
bedroom home. Most ForSalei976F2504x41oadod with axles, wheels, fuel 
desirable location, com- with extras P.S.P.M. auto tanks and blocking. Asking 
pletely redecorated inslde A.C. excellent condition. Ask I76,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
plus all new expensive for Dave 635.3276.(p5-11) Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
carpets. Carport and sun- B.C. (plm.10) 
deck. Lovely feature wall For sale 1970 Tunderbird, 
and white plreplace in living Excellent condition, air.con. For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
room. Brand new natural P.B., P.S. 5 new tires. Phone Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
gas heating' and hot, water. 635.6858 after 5. (p5-11) home. Set up and skirted in 
Large rec room with trailer court in town• Will 
cablevlslon plug. Cash to 1973 Ford I/l ton 360 sell furnished or un- 
Royal Bank 10% mortgage, automatic. With radial, furnished. Phone 635.9046 
Buyer could assume mar- liras. Phone635.9580. after 4. even. (pl0.J.ul) 
tgage and'save on appraisal (c10.17) Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
fees. For more information mobile home on a fully 
on this beautiful home phone 1972 Toyota Pick-up truck & serviced, clear title lot on 
635-5806 after 6 p.m. (p4-13] canopy. Radio, H.D. Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Bumper. Good condition. 2 Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
FOR SALE 4 bedroom home spare tires. & wheels. 635. Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C•, 
with corner fireplace, 2 2058. (p6.14) 635-7117 (ctf) 
bathrooms, wall to wall 
carpet, finished basement. AUTOS FOR SALE• 1975 12x60 Leader A.lconditlon, 2 
Close to schools and town. Valiant Custom, ex- bedrooms, newly carpeted, 
Drlve by 4732 Loen Avenue to c eptlonally low mileage, large llvingroom with large 
view call 635.2601(p5-111 powered rear electric, custom built-in china cabinet 
I For Sale: 3 bedroom sptllJ defroster, block heater, and valance. Many extras. 
level . bench area. 4 yem'sJ Premium condition. Ph 635. Sat.upat he Terrace Trailer 
left at 10V4 percentJ 5102 after 1 pm and. Court, any reasonable offer 
assumable mortgage. MoreJ weekends; ctf considered. (owner tran. 
information 635.3320 after 5J ' •' sferred), for information 
p.m. (p10.10) I 1974 International V2 ton 4 phone 635-5677 anytime. (pS. 
speed, radlo, canopy, new 10) 
Cottage for sale, west side tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
Lakelse Lake. 22,000 or at S116 Graham Ave., or call Trailer for sale: 197412x683 
O.B.O. Phone 564.2994. (p6. / ;~4 or 635-6166 (Imth bedroom furnished trailer, 
• 13) 10) dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
For Sale on Bench. By .~averlck, V8 etc. No.! Pine Park phone 
owner - Custom built house, 2 ~,:,,., new radial tires. 635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
fireplaces, 2 full baths, ",. *-e 6.~2~9015tter 5 (ol0, 
carport, and sundeck. ~ ' For Sale: 12x68 Es ta te  
Banner St. Phone 635.6905 Expaedo. 3 bedroom with 
(10.11) 8x12 addition. Few ap- 
For Sale 2- 2 bedroom pllances and fully carpeted. 
Sat-up and skirted in town. 
houses. Approx.• 20X30 Hem or -~urc.hase 197212x68 Phone 635-7666 (pS:IO)'""~';" 
Suliable for summer.homes, Paramoh*%ouse trailer with 
garages, :or •work shops., :lt, epl~ce 'ndar ~tores and 1968- 10x52 two bedroom 
Contains furnaces and hot schools, on private Iol. R~.nl Safeway fully set up and 
water tanks. S2500) $255. per month with option skirted. Complete with 8x24 
negotiable. Phone 635.3112. to buy or purchase $9,500 Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
(c5-12) ' open to offers. Will carry 1753 Kenworth. Phone 638. 
second morgage if nec. 1628 (plmonth- au4) 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gun Deh Win- For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
field, B.C. (ctf) trai ler (Safeway). Fur- 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 nlsheclor unfurnished. 8X12 
bedroom house or mobile heat~l Joey shack. Complete 
home for Aug 1st• Children & with 8,000 BTU air cond. 
pets. Will sign 1 year'lease. MOBILJBHOME8 Close to schools 635.9323. 
Call 635.2761. (p5.214) New mobile homes from 72 South Park camp trailer. 
BS low as $100.00 down. Has everything one needs. 
O.A.C. Stove, water, lighls & toilet. 
Phone 635.2713. (p5.14) 
Movi~ to Terrace, req, im Set up and delivered 
3-4 bedroom home, wi l l  tz'ad;Bs we]caBle 1 bedroom trailer for rent. 
maLqtaln, wJ]]h~ to reBt or Fridge & stove, 'table & 
lease, referemes, security Phone co]fact 591-510, ¢ chairs. $100 per month. 
deposit, mature family of Westerhoff apts. Nelson Rd. 
three. P,e|Pj'blquh'Je8 laThe New Remo. Phone 635.6904. 
ITes'ald Box 1178, Tes'race, (c3-12) 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high FRANOHISE 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from PPORTUNI  
September 70 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per /Velmuli/ermledi, mmIRiYourmatl~ImBt C0milrMtat"Donut- 
monthl For further In- I(~W'mle~ftr. • ~ e~.citlng fast.fcixl chain in Ncrlh America 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local .totalturt~0peratimlna freestandingbullding. 
19 (C20-20) . e~perflseof a Canto Wide N~rkeflng Co. plus mum more. 
For hrther Worn'atlm please axltact: 
SYi~EY AMOS 
InUmltim~ FrlmNw Symms 
101. 348 ~ St., 
Vi¢lerla, ILC. VIM !W4 
Plow (101I. 31t.,1~1 er 898-11243 
For Sale: 74 acres. 15 acres 
cleared, barn, small log 
cabin. Approx. 4 miles out of 
Terrace, Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
Phone 842.5764 or 842.5316 
Interested parflesoniy.(pS- Tunnel & Rook Workers 
10) 
I.Sacres. All year spring fed Lega l  168  
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from GENERAL MEETING 
town. Asking $11,900• Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (c7.11) 
Tuesday July 18, 1978 7:30 p.m. 
TEIIHAOE HOTEL 
For Sale: Tool and 
Equipment Rental Business. B ~  
Ideal business for I 
rnechanical ly inc luded DO I t  NOW 
people• Showing excellent 
returns. For further In- 
formation phone 635.3038 A l u m i n u m  
between 8 - 5:30 Man. to Set. 
(pl0-1S) 
Sheets 
26" x 311" 
1974 Pacific Dump Truck for 
sale. 630.1273. (c2-9) 
_ IE sheet, on l / -  3.75 
For Sale 1973 GMC '/,' ton. Suitable for roofing 
o THE DALLY HERALD trans• (good gas mileage) 
Fiberglass canopy. Good 
:ondltlen. 635-3923 after 6 pm 3212 K i l l  St. Tlrr l l i  
(p5-12) . I ~  
PAGE 6, THE HERALD, Monday. July ~7, 1978 
SEWAGE TR EATME N'f 
AND DISPOSAL SYSTEM 
SEALED TENDERS for the 
Sewage Treatment anc 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used 'only 3 times, 3 way  
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light in separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635.9404 (c10-13) 
Disposal System at Dolphin For Sale,•15' travel trailer, 
Island Indian Reserve Nr. 1 excellent condition. $1200. 
will be received by the Very firm, phone 632.2807 
undersigned until 2:00 P/~ 
(P.D.T.) on August 8 1978. Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
The work consists of ap. Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
proximately 110 IIn. metres furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) 
of 200 mm diameter and 300 I • 11' Camper near com- 
lin. metres of 250 mm pletlon $2500.00 To view 4912 
diameter marine outfall; Graham. 635.4530. {p5-12) 
construction of two concrete 
septic tanks; installation of 
approximately 98 lln. metres 
of 150 mm diameter gravity 
sewer; installation of ap- 
proximately 78 lin. metres of 
38 mm forcemainL and in- 
stallation of a packaged 
sewage pumping station; 
and all appurtenant works 
more particularly described 
in the contract documents. 
The work Is located at 
Dolphin Island Reserve Nr. 
1, approximately 64 air 
kilometers south of Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
For information regarding 
a site visit, contact K.M. 
Adamson at 666-3414. 
Contract documents will 
be exhibited at and are 
obtainable from the 
following locations: 
1. Department of Indian 
Affairs, 15th floor, 700 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V7Y 1C1. 
2. Department of Indian 
Affairs, 3219 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4R3. 
Sets of documents are 
obtainable upon deposit of 
$50.00 certified cheque 
payable to the Receiver 
General of Canada, which 
amount will be refunded 
Hardtop Prospector Tent 
Trailer c.w canopy~ sink, 2 
burner propane stove, icebox 
and spare tire. Sleeps five 
confortably. Phone 635.5997. 
• (p3-9) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name an.d 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
For Lease 
Retail and.or warehous~ 
space centrally located st 
street level in Terrace. h~ 
total 4741 square feet 
Formerly used as equlp 
ment sales and repair shop 
For complete informatior 
contact Pruden and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142or write 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(JII.Aul A) 
upon return of these 
documents in good order 
within one month of tender 
Yourlndividual AKELSEPHARMAOY . s .n .  / 
Horoscope HFL r REPELLANT, BEACH. re  Ys,. SUNC, , 
FrancesDrake . ~,,,~@~_._.. a.d  pn,ml)t prescril)tlOti serrwes ...... 
LmR  
/ill Eyes On Oaseball =, Excellent influences. Some interesting possibilities for 
It's baseball season again, future profit could emerge from 
and many junior high and a lunchtime meeting. 
SCORPIO " I 1 ~  
(Oct 24 to NOV. 22) 
Watch assets with special 
care now. Even a good friend, 
seeking a loan, could be "taking 
you for a ride." 
selor, banker or corporation 
executive. You are not as 
scientifically indined as most 
Cancerians but are, never- ~ wzzAm~ or  m 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
loyal and conservative in- 
dividual, endowed with out- 
standing integrity and a 
tremendous sense of rcspon- 
siblity. Family, friends and 
business associates will never. 
have to fear the outcome of 
projects entrusted to your 
hands since you are meticulous 
in fulfilling any mission you 
undertake. You have fine 
business acumen, and could 
succeed in the commercial 
world as an investment coun- 
b~ ]Brant parker  end Johnny  hm-t 
J \THINK. THE IOHil~/~AN H|  L)~-.~D UP THE~ ~AM~-, ~ IITRAT'£~ ~HEEN H~. / 
I ] ~,LL ~D BACK TO _ I II Ct T DOI N THe FO _Srs Ill -STA =TO,,FEeL J " 
• (, WHERE HE CALVE FROl~.r')II AI~D POLLU"I~ AL.L-I-HE IIL~' r.~..,,r~,,---~ ~ 
" -S f  j I~W/0L~ A~C:::,AI R i 1 /  ~-- | 
g i, ' 
opening date. 
Documents may be viewed 
at Construdlon 
Assoclatlons in the high school athletes should 
following locations: Van- have their eyes checked be- 
couver, Burnaby, Terrace, fore starting the spring cam- 
Prince Rupert, Victoria, paign. Parents should make 
Nanaimo and Campbell sure their son or daughter has 
River. the best possible vision, before 
Tender must be submitted the season begins. 
on the forms provided and 
according 1o the conditions 
set forth therein. The lowest 
or any Tender wi l l  not ACROSS 
necessarily be accepted.. I Air hero 
W.G. Robinson, P. Eng. 4Property 
Department of indian & 8 Comedian 
Northern Affairs, Wilson 
~.  Bo>~ ~; ~ ,~'~9 12Binding 
I%ciflc Centre, custom 
)(~"West Georgia Street, 13-  about 
Vancouver, B.C. VTY 1C1. 
(c1.10) pike 
Roy 'White of the World 15Decidein 
INVITATIONTOTENDER Champion New York Yaw 
Sealed Tenders, marked keas is jest one of several top advance 
New Main Entrance Doors athletes who rely on good 17Dyeing 
for Northwest Community vision for top performance, apparatus 
College, Terrace, B.C. will White got the message on lg~ 
be received up to 3:00 p.m. good vision in 1963 when he 19Diffident 
local time the 10th day of couldn't read the signsoh the 21EgH)tien 
August 1978, and those fence of a minor league ball- god of 
available at that time wil l  be park. "The guys were reading pleasure 
opened in publicat' British things about 380 or 400 feet 
Columbia Building Cor- away tltat were blurred to 23Obts 
potation 4827 Keith me, so I went to see an eye £,6 Philosopher: 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 doctor and found out I was Martin-- 
Tendering documents may nearsighted," says White, a 28Visi0anry 
member of the Council on 26Tree 
be obtained at the above Sports Vision, sponsored by 31Wifeo| 
address after 9:00 a.m. on Bausch & Lomb SOFr~ENS Osiris 
the 12 day of July 1978. Division. He was given a pair 32Boetle 
Tenders must be filed on the of glasses and hit .350 for the 
forms provided, in Sealed, rest ot that season. Two years 23BasebaU 
clearly marked envelopes, later, he was promoted to the team 
The lowest or any Tender Yankees, where he. later 34Lacel~e 
will not necessarilybe ac- switched to soft contact cloth 
cepted. (c2-11) lenses for improved vision 35Six: comb. 
and more comfort, form 
INVITATIONTOTENDER More than half the pro- 3gShowed 
Sealed Tenders, marked, fessional athletes who reqnire concern 
Ministry of Highways vision correction today are 
Meziadin Lake - No. 1852T wearing soft contact lenses, it Z 3 
FOR Rerooflng and Flashing according to the Council. Of 
will be received up to 3:00 those wearing vision correc- 12 
p.m. local time the9th day of tion, 53 percent are wearing 
August 1978, and those soft contact lenses, 33 per- I~ 
cent hard contact lenses, and 
available at fhaf tlme will be 14 percent wearing glasses. 18 
opened in public at British 
@ Columbia Buildings Cor. 
poratlon 4827 Keith 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
Tendering doocuments may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m.. on 
the 18 day of July .1978. 
Tenders must be filed on the 
forms provided, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. (c2.11) 
Bids are Accepted for the 
Removal of: 
(one) Old Bungalo type 
house .(no basement) as is 
where is In KItwanga behind 
Did Elementary School 
Site to be left clean. 
Building must be removed 
within 30 (thrity) days of' 
acceptance. 
Contact in Writing: Mr. L. 
Heller School District 
Nr08 P.O. Box 159 Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G 4A7 
(c3.10,12,14) 
22" River boat and trailer. 
Can vew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635. 
6166 (jll0-aul0) 
For Sale 1971 Vanguard 9'/~fl 
camper $2000. Phone 635.6977 
after 5. (c11.19) 
EYE TEST 
You may help save your 3 ~, 
child's sight with a simple 
test given at home, that can 
be a fun game to play. 
Your youngster can'[ tell 
you if he or she's not seeing 
well. A child doesn't know 
what he should see, only 
what he does see, yet one in 
20 children between the ages 
of 3 and 5 does have a vision 
problem. 
For some problems, early 
diagnosis and treatment is 
the only answer. 
Fortunately, a Home Eye 
Test for Preschoolers has 
been devised and distributed 
by the National Society for 
the Prevention of Blindness 
and its state affiliates, The 
test contains simple instruc- 
tions for the parent to fol. 
low and can help identify 
children who need profes- 
sional eye care, 
Other ways you can tell if 
your child has a vision prob- 
h,m inch,de his rul)bing his 
ey*,s *,xeessively. shuttin~z 
or ¢.overi,g one eye. tiltinf~ 
his h,,ad ,)l' thrusting It for- 
ward. blinking ortvi) or i)e- 
e~m,ing irrital)lc whim d,)in~ 
close work, t'r¢~sst,(l, r,,cl- 
rimnl,,(I, sw,)lh.li or Wat,,rv 
i'yi'~ llrl, i,ther sJgiis'. IIA a}'/' 
dizzi,( .ss, ho;ld;teltvs anti 
¢l,~tlhl# Vl~iOit. 
theless, a scholar at heart, and 
could excel as teacher, lecturer 
or  diplomat. You also have a 
gift for wrlting, with the law and 
the theater other choice outlets 
for your talents. Birthdate of: 
John J. Astor, merchant, 
financier, Eldridge Gerry, 
Amer. statesman; Erie Stanley 
Gq.rdner, lawyer, mystery 
writer; James Cagney, film 
star. 
Orosswotw? By Eugene Sbe#er 
37 Plato and DOWN I0 Decorate 
Sophocles I Major pastry 
39 Youth mountain 11 Through 
40 Illuminated system 16 Harmonizes 
41Sedative., 2 ~ht ,~.  ;: 20 ~untrg, ~. e:, 
45 Moved: '" ' ~.' ~hiele :! ,:: ": :~ ~ce  ! .. ~.'" 
through 3 Pitcher 23 Word with 
water 4 Medieval spring or 
14 Fully grown 46 Fipple flute roof turret shirt 
50 Prefix for 5 Major 24 Slave of old 
graph or bela mountain 25 Lean4o 
51 Algerian system 26 Crssby 
seaport. 6 A wooden 27 Addict 
52 Boxer pin 28 Eat into " 
53 Former 1 Bedroom 29 Sly one 
British furniture 32 Demolish 
colony 8 Strips off " 530pp~lte 
54 Connecticut the skin the zenith 
college 9 Earlike 35 Execute a
55 Thing, in law handle slalom 
Avg. solution time: 25 rain. 36 Notorious 
IMIA~LILiC U S la lS l ,  ISl figure of the   ,Tto M Twenties 
I~-TIA-]~I~ S~I IT  LAJPlA S~ Mischa 
E/E~E~GJA  1 39 Not express 
- 42 Jewish month 
Start for type 
or vbion 
4~ Goddess of 
discord 
Mineral spring 
46 Compact mass 
6.2 47 Common verb 
Answer to ,esterday's puzzle. 49 Time period 
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Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- OLD MEMENTOS MAINTAINED 
HI£AL MEMORIES, 
"(~ t9"18 King Femture~ Syndieate~ ~ne. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: O equals R 
The Cryptequlp is a simple substitution £~pher in which each 
letter used stands for another, If you thll~ tbet X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Singl~tters, hort words, 
and words using an apostrophe can glve~u clues to locating 
voweb. Solution is accomplb~ed by trial and error. 
i .~ ,~. .~ ,'=.: . . . .  ~ / /~ ' -~-~ ~-- - - -  
Never soak or wash mushrooms unti l  ready to use. 
~,~.~/ .~"  q /  
-y..'_, 
The Islands of Hawaii are the worn tops of volcanoes. 
EIPTJ 
b- ere-o.  pe 
/.f 
i ' 
& S sy ese 
;L~.~,~, ;~ ~.~ "LO,~ 
' / :., ~ :~, 
DOONESBURY 
Nr/H 7//~ PAN- 
~.~ ~c~u~-!If 
T/~ O.S. /S A HA- 
@U M~T Ye. JO~ A~V~ SLPR/~I~ 
,4tJOAN INA'P,~,tti~. 
PJ~ YOU l~g~ 7~T 
/O~ /vg~. SrA~ /VO~. . l l 
\ _ \ ~.  ~Iil 
51X HOURS OF 
I.UC~/ 701~I/, PRT~4C- 
by Garry Trudeau 
,ilh 
\ _ \ ;ii:! 
DEAR ABBY: Saw the enclosed in a Knights of 
Columbus newsletter and thought, "How true it is." if you 
think it's good enough for your column, be my guest. 
DANIEL H. MI1JTELLO, 
WESTFIELD, N.Y. 
DEAR DAN: I do; and here it is: 
"Someone has said that there ere four kinds of 'bones' in 
every organization. 
There are the WISHBONES, who spend their time 
wishing someone lse would do the work. 
There are the JAWBONES, who do eli the talking, but 
very little else. 
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I've been old enough to read s Next, there are the KNUCKLEBONES, who knock 
newspaper, I've been confusin.g yOUoWith your sister, Ann everything anyone ever  t r lesto  do. 
Landers. It wouldn't be so bau i~ you were an advice And finally, there are the BACKBONES, who get under 
columnist and she was a pediatrician. But no such luck. the load and do the work." 
America has only two famous advice-givers worth their • ~ , 
salt and they both came from the same parents, . f i¢~ l* tA I1  
[ ve often wondered how it  was possible for two people 
Ix) resemble each other so much in looks, actions and talent. 
Now I know-thanks to the latest scientific development. 
Tell the truth, Abby: Are you or Ann Lenders the clone? 
LEW RILEY, YORBA LINDA, CALIF. 
DEAR LEW: No tinning here. We are identical twins, 
but we've been referred to as "cyclones"I 
DEAR ABBY: MY mother and my boyfriend (who lives 
with me) are at war. My mother thinks my boyfriend is 
using 'me because he lives with me, and my boyfriend 
thinks my mother is trying to run my Ills. 
Abby, I am in the middle. I love them both very much, 
but rm the one who catches it from both sides. Theynever 
speak to each other. . I ve tried to explain to Morn that ,he 
helps with the bdls and makes me very happy. And Ive 
tried to explain to my boyfriend that she is just a regular 
mother who wants the best for her daughter. But it doesn't 
do any good. 
The only time I fuss with either of them is over this 
situation. Please give me some advice. 
ALL CRIED OUT 
DEAR CRIED OUT: You tell me what your boyfriend 
thinks, ~md ,,leo what your mother thinks, but you don't 
tell me what YOU think! If you aren't sufficiently mature 
to handle this situation without getting "ell cried out," you 
belong with a live.in mother--not a live4n boyfriend. 
\ 
I 
"-='='~-  , v:., ' ,C  
"If you're gonna buy a hairpiece, buy one! Don't 
keep drawing all over the mirrors." 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) t~ll~;:::~ 
Activities speed up now -- 
especially around noon, Par- 
ticularly favored: creative 
enterprises, scientific pursuits, 
outdoor interests. 
LEO #,% ._/-~ 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)O~ 
This day should bring new 
zest into your life. Both personal 
and business matters governed 
by generous influences. Do 
make the most of it! 
VIRGO 11~% 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Meet competition, but in a 
subtle manner. Advancement 
notable in science, economics, 
educati0nsi pursuits. 
SAGITrARIUS .~  
FOR MONDAY, JULY 17.1978 ~ Nov. 23 to Dec. 21, ~ .~ '~"  u 
"'" itan Lee and John Romita 
Good aspects for business and the AMAZING SPIDE R-M A N, By S _ 
money matters. Quick per. I~AR~ YOU T~ E C AJ~'T ELLI p~l ~ANO,  EVeRYTHINg'S, T INEt YOUIF ~ I~H~ .~Ay 1~UT COULP, Bb='WHAT'~~~IPN 'THEAR ~ i ~uWN~ZHY~Io&ATER'" AIJNT M Y I.~. 7WONI~-R;O~WT. ~flO  
ceptiveness and unwaver.ing ~URE~ THO.~E HIM. ,= 1" FINE ,TU9 F ~ i, . ? , MAYI3F= 1" 
decisiveness will be important, pea W~REN ° LODGE A .~J ~ |~TO"IM" UL 
~. ; . .4  I .~HE ~ON T - • ' (Mar. 21 toApr. 20, CAPRICORN ,V~%i~ ~,H,, ~ ~ ~  t ,11~~-"  ~d~ 
Scotch a present tendency ,Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ J  ~ |  
toward envy and jealousy which A.godd day for stabilizing, ~ '~q I ~ ~ [ ~ - ~ l ~  -. ~ ~] I~ '~.~Y. ' .~~ 
is not like you, anyway. Don't set~ng pending matters .. "~! ~ _: 
nurture grudges but, rather, generally; also for making ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  "/~I 
emphasize your innate unoj~ati~ns which can insure , '  , ! ~ ~.~ 
tolerance and inyaltY,Think tw|. before voicing i"|,r.r improve.ent in yo. ~ I~~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  ! "  " "~ i  ~ TAURUS ~:~ ,f._~? status. I .. '  ~NSE" 
,Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)~.~ -" .,~ ./~ I~4F / rd r l I~  THERE'S .i 
that strong opinion. After Your day to get ahead. An '~ . " g~,4Nf,~R: 
second consideration, you may associate of importance will be " ' ..... 
see a change of words, even surprisingly helpful if asked for 
thoughts. Avoid pessimi~¢n a d advice. Romance and cultural 
contrariness, interests also favored. 
GEMINI 111[ ~Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) (May 22 to June 21) 
Even if all is not patterned Excellent Neptune in- 
neatly and precisely, don't fret. fluences! Inspiration at a peak. 
Take each situation in turn and A unique idea you have can be 
consider all factors involved, carried out with just the right 
You can change many "ira- touch of ingenuity to make it 
possible" situations, work. 
P 
Experimental Program 
Starting in September, the Athol Murray 
College of Notre Dame at Wilcox, Saskatchewan 
is offeri,g a new liberal arts program aimed at 
understanding and developing alternate life" 
styles. 
Classes in humanities and social sciences will 
be supplemented by practicat activities con- 
cerned with developing greater self.sufficiency 
in food and energy. 
A wind generator, solar greenhouse and 3,500 -
tree nursery are alreadyrealities, and projects 
for 1978-79 include an organic garden, a bakery, 
animal husbandry and a system for recycling 
wastes. 
• Liberal arts studies will focus on ways to help 
people live more responsible lives and to help 
provide answers to some of the human and en- 
vironmental problems presently facing the 
world. 
In addition, the Notre Dame Seminar, to be 
introduced in 1979, will provide a platform for 
discussion and research of some of the major 
pressing human issues of the day. 
In conjunction with the redesigning of its B.A. 
program, the Athol Murray College of Notre 
Dame will be making application this fall for 
federated status with the University of Regina. 
This will replace its previous 45-year affiliation 
with the University of Regina, enabling Notre 
Dame to increase its significant and unique 
contributions to B.A. studies in Saskatchewan. 
.. 0anada's Fish Revival 
Discussed by B. of M. 
MONTREAL -- The revival 
of Canada's fishery industry 
from the "bust" years of 
1974-'/5, when annual catches 
nosedived as a result of 
dwindling fish stocks and 
strikes by Newfoundland 
fishermen, is discussed in 
the Bank of Montreal's July 
Business Review. 
Despite sharp gains in 
production over the past two 
years and a forecast of 
future gains in 1978, the 
Review, the Review warns 
that "recent experience has 
shown that the fisheries will 
support a high level of ex- 
ploitation but catches drop 
rapidly when overfishing 
takes place." 
"Theytrick will be to 
control foreign and domestic 
fish quotas so as to ensure 
the optimum yield. This will 
take not only a great deal of 
expensive and difficult 
scientific research, but in 
negotiations with foreign 
countries it will also call for 
the application of the best in 
Canadian diplomatic skills," 
says the Review. 
Last year, Canada ex- 
ported about $788 million in 
fish and fish products. 
Imports totalled $219 million, 
for a surplus of $560 million. 
Whil.e most experts to the 
United States, sharp in- 
creases have been registered 
in shipments to many 
European countries and 
Japan. 
Since Canadiana consume 
less than 10 .percent of total 
domestic productions, 
foreign markets are" of 
crucial importance, the 
Review says. Increased 
exports of fresh and frozen. 
fish seem likely as the 
world's appetite for fish is at 
least matching population 
growth. 
However, any attempt o 
build up foreign sales of 
processed fish must contend 
with the high tariffs of other 
countries which protect local 
industries. But since Canada 
now controls fishing quotas, 
through its 200.mile offshore 
limit imposed in 1977, we 
hold an. important 
bargaining card. 
, BUSINESS DIRB]TORY 
ToovmY.  s,,,., , . . . .  
RENTALS LTD. 




MEROURY ,=.,,l YAMAHA 
,out=ard DOLMAR 
moforsl (ohain saws) +;  
Hours: Non. - Sat. 8-¢ 
4946 G reig o~,,~r Licence Number O2013A 636-6939 
Terrace Electrode Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE I KITIMAT 
• SERVICE ON ALL 
. ~ MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrent'l I)elXp_ t for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MOH. - SAT. 8 a.m. - $ p.m. 
4908 Graham "635-4543 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes .20 Ton R.T. 




Hours: Mon. - Sat. 8-6 
636-7417 • 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINb- rs  • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
BRAD REESE 
AREA MANAGER 




PRINCE GEORGE, a ,C .  V2L ,  3KS  (NORTHERN) LTD,. 
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4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IV, [] . 
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• [] , • SUZUKI .Mot.oroyolos and [] • 
accessories in ,took NOW! MR. BUSINESSMANZ : o o,~ [] [] 
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TERRACE,  B.C. 
CUSTOM OONORETE PROD, 
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4635 LAZELLE AVENUE PHONE ,604 635"3863 
TERRACE S.C  OR 60a 635 '3861 
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In weekend soccer action S~eena de,eared Eifirnat Village 7 - 3 Saturday with Brian 
D(rringtou scoring fiveg~fls. On Sunday Prince Rupert beat gitimat & District All Stars 3 - 
i 
Upset victory 
Ferrari wins Grand Prix 
BRAND HATCH, England 
AP - Argentina's Carlos 
Reutemann i a Ferrari won 
the British Grand Prix 
Sunday in a fantastic last lap 
battle from world champion 
Niki Landa in a Brabham 
Alfa. 
Lauda's team mate, John 
Watson, was third and 
France's Patrick Depailler 
in a Tyrrcllwas fourth. 
West German Hans Stuck 
finished fifth in a Shadow 
with Patrick Tambay of 
France, the last in the 
championship points, sixth. 
Mario Andretti of 
Nazareth, Pa,, blew the 
engine of his JPS Lotus 
before the halfway point but 




Bruce-Robinson and Jerry 
Tabb each drove in three 
runs as the Vancouver 
Canadians overcame a 6-0 
deficit and defeated the 
Tacoma Yankees by a 9-7 
margin in a Pacific Coast 
League game Saturday. 
The Yankees jumped to an 
early lead with a six-run first 
inning ~i~g'hliist" Caiiadia'n 
starter Tim Conroy. Taconm 
had only two base hits but 
sent 11 men to the plate as 
Conroy issued four walks 
and threw three wild pitches. 
The Canadians also made 
two errors ' 
Vancouver scored twice in 
the second inning on Bruce 
Robison's two-run homer 
and added three more runs 
in the third 'on Robinson's 
one-run single and Jerry 
Tabb's two-run homer, Tabb 
added a solo homer In the 
fourth, inning . . . . . . . . . .  
The Canadians scored two 
more runs in the eighth in 
ning on two singles and two 
basesloaded walks 
Tacoma reliever Jamie 
Wetly took the loss and 
Vaneonver reliever Terry 
Enyart was the winner. 
His tea~ mate, Ronnie 
Peter son, who was on pole 
position inside Andretti, also 
blew his engine, after only 
six of the 76 lal~. 
Reutemann's Ferrar i  
team mate, Gllles Vllleneuve 
of Berthierville, que., 
managed to complete just 19 
lairs before he, too, was 
forced to pit. 
AndretU had led from the 
start for the first 23 laps 
before being forced out when 
his engine gave. 
The lead went from an  
dretti to South African Jock 
Scheckter, driving a new 
Wolf Ford for Montreal 
oilman Walter Woif, but 
Lauds overtook him on the 
33rd lap as Seheckter's 
Formula I car developed 
gearbox trouble which 
eliminatisl him three laps 
later. 
Reutemann set lap records 
catching Lauda, and finally 
got through in a scramble to 
pass back markersthrouglt 
the sweeping 100 miles an 
hour turn Into the pits 
straight on lap 60 
Lauda broke the record 
again in his efforts to catch 
Reutemann, but the 
Argentine driver crossed the 
line yards ahead to score his 
third victory this season. 
New milestone for Rose 
THE ASSOCIATED consecutive victory to lead uy 
PRESS 
Pete Rose reached another 
milestone in his career and 
Dave Concepcion rapped out 
four hits, incluWng a two-run 
homer and a two-run double, 
te lead Cincinnati Reds to a 
9-2 National League baseball 
victory Sunday over New 
York Mets. 
Rose doubled off the 
centrefield fence in the 
seventh inning to tie Cap 
Anson for 10th place on the 
all.time hit list with No, 
3,081. At the same time, the 
Cincinnati third baseman 
extended his hitting streak to 
29 games to ease the way for 
Tom Hums, 4.9, who pitched 
a sixhitter. 
The Reds scored five mils 
off loser Kevin Kobel, I-2, in 
the first inning, one in the 
second and three more in the 
fourth. Kobel was taken out 
in the fourth after giving up 
all nine runs on eight hits. 
Prior to the start, Kobel 
had not allowed an earned 
run in 19 2-3 innings. Len 
Randle, the New York third 
baseman who had not made 
an error in 57 games and 137 
chances, committed two 
errors in the contest. 
In other National League 
games, Dick Ruthven and 
Ron Reed combined on a 
seven-hitter to lead 
Philadelphia PhIllies to a 4.2 
victory over Atlanta Braves. 
EXPOS WIN 
Left-hander Dan Sehat- 
zeder pitched a seven.hitter 
and helped his cause with a 
ruuscoring single ond a run 
scored as Montreal Expos 
defeated Houston Astres 6-1. 
Jerry Mumphrey drove in 
three runs with a single and 
a double and Garry Tem- 
pleton collected three hits, 
scored twice and added two 
RBIs in helping St. Louis 
Cardinals beat San Fran- 
cisco Giants 9.4 in the first 
game of a doubleheader. The 
Giants won the second game 
6-0 as Mike Sadek doubled 
home two runs and Ed Ha- 
licki pitched a six-hltter. 
Dave Rader drove in three 
runs with a double and a 
sacrifice f l y  and Mike 
Krukow posted his fourth 
Chicago Cubs to a 3-2 victory 
over Los Angeles Dodgers in 
the first game of a 
doubleheader. Dusty Baker 
drove in two runs with a 
single and a homer and 
pitcher Burt Hocton aided 
his cause with a run.scoring 
single to give the Dodgers a 
5-3 victory in the second 
game. 
John Milner's bases- 
loaded single broke a 10th- 
inning tie and gave Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates a 3.2 victory 
over San Diego Padres a 
doubleheader opener. Dave 
Parker tripled to highlight a 
five-run seventh inning as 
Pittsburgh completed a 
sweep with a 10-6 victory in 
the second game. 
OTIS HOMERS 
• In the American League, 
Amos Otis hit a two-run 
homer in the first inning and 
four Kansas City pitchers 
held New York Yankees to 
seven hits in the Royais 3-t 
victory. 
Joe Wallis hit a three-ran 
homer in the eighth inning, 
giving Oakland A's an 8-5 
victory Toronto Blue Jays. 
Terry Crowley drove In the 
winning run with a two-out, 
12th-inning single, givin! 
Baltimore Orioles a 2-1 
victory Over Texas Rangers. 
Rusty Stanb slammed a
three-run homer in the third 
inning and Jack Billmgham 
won his third consecutive 
game, pitching Detroit 
Tigers to a 4-0 victory over 
California Angels. 
Rookie Paul Moll,or had 
three hits and drove in three 
runs, stole two bases and 
scored twice to lead 
Milwaukee Brewers 10-1 rout 
of Chicago White $ox. 
Carl Yastrzemski's third 
single knocked in the win- 
ning run and Bill Campbell 
preserved Dennis Ecker. 
sley's 11th victory as Beaton 
Red Sox beat Minnesota 
Twins 5-3 in the first game of 
a doubleheader. The Red Sox 
came back to win the 
nightcap as Fred Lynn had a 
run.scoring singlein the first 
inning and a two-run homer 
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Martin denies health problems 
NEW YORK AP - Manager 
Billy Martin of New York 
"Yankees, who last week was 
reported to have refused a 
suggestion that he resign for 
health reasons, strongly 
denied a published report 
Saturday night that he .is. 
suffering ,from a liver 
ailment. 
New. ' York Times 
columnist Dave Anderson, in 
a story for Sunday's papers, 
wrote that Martin had told 
&lends he has "'a spot on my 
liver" and has been told by 
doctors to stop drinking. 
"If I had a spot on my 
liver, my friends would not 
know about it," said Martin 
following the Yankees' 8.2 
loss to Knasas City Royais. 
"Even my mother does not 
know what shape my health 
is in and she would he the 
first one to know. 
"~'hoever the 'friends' 
who told Anderson I had a 
liver problem are. they are 
not friends." the manager 
continued. "Right now I am 
going upstairs to have a 
drink with George team 
'owner George Steinbrenner. 
a couple more down in the 
press lounge, and then a 
couple more when I get 
across the bridge into New 
Jersey. 
"What has the intimate 
details of my health have to 
do with us losing a lest of hall 
games?" 
Martin often relaxes •after 
a game by taking a drink 
from a private liquor cabinet 
hear his desk in the Yankees' 
locker-room at Yankee 
stadium. 
MADE OFFER 
Last Thursday. Yankees 
Five goal performance by Goss 
leads Salmonbellies to victory 
By THE CANADIAN PREss 
Wayne Goas scored five 
goals to lead New West- 
minster Salmonbellies toan 
18-13 Western Lacrosse 
Association win over 
Nanaimo Timhermen i one 
of two games Saturday 
night. 
In Coquitlam, Victoria 
Shamrocks won a see-saw 
battle with Coquitlam 
Adanaea 18-15 behind four 
goals by Charn Dhfllan. 
Visiting New Westminster 
took command of the game 
early, establishing period 
leads of 7.3 and 13-7 and 
outshooting the Timbermen 
5660. Brothers Brian and 
Bob Tasker scored three 
goals each for the winners. 
Notching singles for the 
Salmonbellies were A! 
Benson, Bill Mosdell and 
Ray Bennie while Ted 
Gernaey stopped 37 shots in 
their net. 
Brian Evans scored five 
for Nanaimo while Kevin 
Alexander and Jim Lynch 
each contributed two goals. 
Singles came from Pete 
Rushton, Bob Cool, Ken King 
and fan Kennedy. 
TEAM UP IN GOAL 
Mac Maude and Earl 
Nieholson combined for38 
saves in net for the Tim- 
bermen which took 46 of the 
02 penalty minutes assessed. 
Victoria led 5-4 after the 
first period but Coquitinm 
rebounded after the second 
to an 11-10 advantage b fore 
700 fans. 
Chris Hall scored ihree for 
Victoria, with Ranjit Dillon, 
Norm Baker and Larry Bell 
notching two'aptece. Singles 
came from Gerry McKemia, 
Joe MeRae, Dave Thomson, 
Ron McNeil and perry Kus- 
taski. 
Mee Jodoin and Gord 
Quilty led Coquitlam with 
three goals each, while Mark 
Valastin and Dave Durante 
added two each. Jim Ait- 
chison, Kevin Parsons, 
Wayne McAuley, Randy 
Bryan and Mike Milzei 
rounded out the Adanacs' 
scoring. 
Scott Marshall blocked 33 
shots for Victoria while 
Coquitlam's Greg Thomas 
and John Lewis combined 
for 43 saves. 
owner George Steinbrenner 
was reported to have offered 
Martin the opportunity to 
resign.remaining with the 
club on a long.term, con- 
sulting basis- if his health 
prevented him from con- 
tinuing as manager. 
However, Martin said: 
'Tin not a quitter. I want to 
try to win this thing. I owe it 
to the Yankees." 
Martin's health problems 
earlier had been attributed 
to a lingering vin, s. The 
problem became very ap- 
parent last month when 
Martin nearly fainted before 
a game in Minnesota gainst 
the Twins 
Three weeks ago after 
Steinhreaner took some of 
the pressure off Martin by 
assuring his job through the 
end of the year Martin 
admitted he had a serious 
health problem 
Martin, however, declined 
at that time to be more 
specific, saying only: "It will 
all come out very soon" 
Martin's health was one 
reason for Steinbrenner',' 
vote of confidence, The 
Times says. 
The crisis arose when 
Steinbrenner threatened 'to 
send pitching coach Art 
Fowler to the minor leagues 
and Martin threatened togo 
to the hospital for liver tests 
if Fowler was transferred, 
the newspaper say s• 
From "Gentled Tobacco" 
comes ExportS' Lights, 
for smokerswho have gone 
from strong to mild 
and are still unsatisfied. 
In all ouryears of cigarette making 
(we started in 1858),we have never 
made a cigarette like Export "A' Lights. 
We took the finest, full-flavoured 
tobaccos available. Then gentled and 
blended them as never before, to 
produce total taste combined with a 
light smoke. All richness in, all harshness 
out. Not just another cigarette, but 
a truly sensational smoking experience 
with gentle strength. 
If strong cigarettes are too much 
for you, and mild cigarettes not enough, 
you owe it to yourself to try Export "A' 
Lights. 
It's the one cigarette that's just right, 
KING SIZE AND REGULAR 
Export Lights. 
The first just right cigarette. 
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